You want to combine holidays with helping in a community?

Make a difference by doing a Sustainable Experience in the heart of Africa!
The Jane Goodall Institute Italia main project is the Sanganigwa Children’s Home in Tanzania and offers a welcoming Guest Eco-House for Volunteers.

The Guest House is situated at Lake Tanganyka and is only 22 km away from the Gombe National Park, where Jane Goodall first started her behavioral observations of chimpanzees and where today visitors can observe the them in the wild.

It is a wonderful way to explore the beautiful nature of Tanzania and as an **sustainable tourist** you will experience an authentic cultural exchange.

Combining holidays with volunteering is an **unforgettable experience** and definitely worth it.

The Volunteer’s Eco-House hosts 3 **double rooms** and 2 **rooms each with 4 beds** and a simple bathroom.

It serves a hearty breakfast and on request, meals and lunches. Moreover the house is equipped with wireless **Internet** connection.

Further services are **transfer** to and from the Kigoma airport and provides **information** for excursions.

The minimum donation for overnight stay (breakfast included) is **20 US $ per person**. Donations will contribute to the maintenance of the children homes.